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      List Compiled by Holly Hargraves, STEM Ed Staff Member 
Additional List Provided by Professor Ray Bradley (below) 
 
An Arctic Year by Catherine Nichols (an I Can Read Book) 
Antarctic Journal – Four Months at the Bottom of the World by Jennifer Owings Dewey  
Antarctic Packet of Books: This package includes: Birds & Mammals of the Antarctic by Frank 
Todd; The Crystal Desert by David Campbell; Endurance, Shackleton's Incredible Voyage by 
Alfred Lansing; and the Antarctic Explorer Map by Ocean Explorer.  
Antarctic Passages by Susan Fox Rogers  
Antarctica by Kim Stanley Robinson  (fiction) 
Antarctica: a Biography of a Continent  by Gabrielle Walker  
Arctic & Antarctic Eyewitness Book by Barbara Taylor 
Arctic and Antarctic: The Changing World by Dave Weller and Mick Hart 
Arctic Lights  Arctic Nights by Debbie S. Miller 
Arctic Thaw: The People of the Whale in a Changing Climage by Peter Lourie 
Changing Face of the North Pole by Andrew Revkin  
Cold: Adventures in the World's Frozen Places by Bill Streever 
Complete Guide to Antarctic Wildlife, Birds and Marine Mammals of the Antarctic Continent and 
Southern Ocean by Hadoram Shirihai  •  Brett Jarrett (Illustrator)  
Deception Point by Dan Brown (fiction) 
Earth is Faster Now Indigenous Observations of Arctic Environmental Change by Dyanna Jolly 
Krupnik Igor 
The Ends of the Earth, An Anthology of the Finest Writing on the Arctic and the Antarctic  Francis 
Spufford (Editor)    Elizabeth Kolbert (Editor)  
 
Eskimo Folk-Tales (1921) by Knud Rasmussen and W. Worster  
Field Notes from a Catastrophe by Elizabeth Kolbert 
Far North (Vanishing Cultures)  by Jan Reynolds 
Fifty Degrees Below, Sixty Days And Counting, Antarctica by Kim Stanley Robinson  (“hard 
science fiction”) 
The Flooded Earth: Our Future In a World Without Ice Caps by Peter D. Ward 
The Future of Ice  by Gretel Ehrlich 
 Ghosts of Cape Sabine: The Harrowing True Story of the Greely Expedition by Leonard F. 
Guttridge  
Going to Extremes  by Joe McGinniss 
Historical Atlas of the Arctic by Derek Hayes 
*How We Know What We Know About Our Changing Climate   by Lynne Cherry and Gary 
Braasch  Highly recommended for all science teachers by the STEM Polar Connections staff 
and by former Polar Connections class participants 
 
Into the Ice: The Story of Arctic Exploration  by Lynn Curlee 
Journey  and Alaska by James Michener (fiction) 
The Kids from Nowhere: The Story behind the Arctic Educational Miracle  by George Guthridge 
The Last Polar Bear, Facing the Truth of a Warming World   by Steve Kazlowski  
The Last Kings of Thule: With the Polar Eskimos, As They Face Their Destiny by Jean Malaurie 
Lost Men, by Kelly Tyler  
“Love of Life” and “To Build a Fire” (short stories) by Jack London (fiction) 
Matthew Henson by Maryann Weidt 
Mawson’s Will: The Greatest Polar Survival Story Ever Written by Lennard Bickel 
Mrs. Chippy's Last Expedition: The Remarkable Journal of Shackleton's Polar-Bound Cat by 
Caroline Alexander 
Naturalist’s Guide to the Arctic by E.C. Pielou 
Never Cry Wolf  by Farley Mowat (“semi” fiction) 
North Pole Was Here: Puzzles and Perils at the Top of the World by Andrew Revkin 
Polar Region Survival by Jim Pipe 
Rowing to Latitude: Journey about the Arctic’s Edge by Jill Fredston 
Shackleton’s Way by M. Morrell, Stephanie Capparell 
Shackleton's Forgotten Men: The Untold Tragedy of the Endurance Epic by Lennard Bickel 
Silent Snow: The Slow Poisoning of the Arctic by Marla Cone  
Snowstruck: In the Grip of Avalanches by Jill Fredston 
Two Mile Time Machine by Richard Alley 
The Weather Makers by Tim Flannery   
The Whale and the Super Computer: on the Northern Front of Climate Change by Charles 
Wohlforth 
In the Land of White Death: An Epic Story of Survival in the Siberian Arctic  by  
Valerian Albanov  
Where Hell Freezes Over  by D. Kearns 
Wondrous Cold, photographs, basis for Smithsonian Museum exhibit Joan Myers 
  
 
Ray Bradley’s List of  
Books on Global Warming & the Politics of Global Warming 
 
Archer, D., 2007.  Global Warming.  Understanding the Forecast.  Blackwell, Oxford, 
U.K., 194pp. 
Archer, D., 2009.  The Long Thaw. How humans are changing the next 100,000 years 
of Earth’s climate.  Princeton University Press, Princeton.  180pp. 
Archer, D. and S. Rahmstorf, 2010.  The Climate Crisis.  An introductory guide to 
climate change.  Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, U.K..  249pp. 
Bradley, R.S., 2010.  Global Warming & Political Intimidation.  University of 
Massachusetts Press (in press). 
Gore, A., 2009.  Our Choice. A plan to solve the climate crisis.   Melcher Media, New 
York.  416pp. 
Hansen, J., 2009.  Storms of my Grandchildren.  The truth about the coming climate 
catastrophe and our last chance to save humanity.  Bloomsbury U.S.A., New York.  
304pp. 
Hoggan, J., (with R. Littlemore), 2009.  Climate Cover-Up.  The crusade to deny global 
warming.  Greystone Books, Vancouver. 250pp. 
Inslee, J. and B. Hendricks, 2008.  Apollo’s Fire.  Igniting America’s clean energy 
economy.  Island Press, Washington D.C..  387pp. 
Kolbert, E., 2006.  Field Notes from a Catastrophe. Man, Nature and climate change.  
Bloomsbury U.S.A., New York.   225pp. 
Mann, M.E. and L.R. Kump, 2008.  Dire Predictions.  Understanding Global Warming.  
The Illustrated guide to the findings of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change.  DK Publishing, New York. 207pp. 
Michaels, D., 2008.  Doubt is Their Product.  How industry’s assault on science 
threatens your health.  Oxford University Press, Oxford, U.K. 372pp. 
Mooney, C., 2005.  The Republican War on Science.  Basic Books, New York.  342pp. 
Mooney, C., 2007.  Storm World. Hurricanes, politics and the battle over global 
warming.  Harcourt, Orlando.  392pp. 
 Oreskes, N. and E. Conway, 2010.  Merchants of Doubt. How a handful of scientists  
obscured the truth on issues from tobacco smoke to global warming.  Bloomsbury 
Press, New York. 355pp . 
Schmidt, G. and J. Wolfe, 2009.  Climate Change.  Picturing the science.  W.W. Norton 
& Co., New York.  305pp. 
Schneider, S.H., 2009.  Science as a Contact Sport.  Inside the battle to save Earth’s 
climate.  National Geographic.  Washington D.C.  295pp. 
Weart, S., 2008.  The Discovery of Global Warming.  Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, MA.  230pp. 
 
